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Pan adjectives are listed in this post. Each word below can often be found in front of
the noun pan in the same sentence. This reference page can help answer the question
what are some adjectives commonly used for describing PAN. big, bottomed, broiling,
buttered, clean, cooking, cover, covered, deep, dry, earthen

noun (1) ˈpan 1 a : a usually broad, shallow, and open container for domestic use (as for
cooking) b : any of various similar usually metal receptacles: such as (1) : the hollow part of the…
lock in a firelock or flintlock gun that receives the priming (2) : either of the receptacles in a pair of
scales (3)

1 a : a usually shallow and open metal container that has a handle and that is used for cooking or
baking The rice is in a pan on the stove. Spread the batter evenly in the pan [= ( Brit) tin] and ba…
for 40 minutes. a cake/loaf/roasting pan — see also frying pan, saucepan

noun a broad, shallow container of metal, usually having sides flaring outward toward the top,
used in various forms for frying, baking, washing, etc. any similar receptacle or part, as the scale…
of a balance. SEE MORE verb (used with object), panned, pan·ning. Informal. to criticize severely,
as in a review of a play.

Adjectives for pan Pan adjectives are listed in this post. Each word below can often be found in
front of the noun pan in the same sentence. This reference page can help answer the question…
what are some adjectives commonly used for describing PAN. big, bottomed, broiling, buttered,
clean, cooking, cover, covered, deep, dry, earthen

Are you looking for adjectives with pan? Then, the following list of over over 110 adjectives is for
you. All these adjectives with pan are validated using recognized English dictionaries. Adjectives…
laymen words are the class of words that used to describe, clarify or modify a noun or a pronoun.
Adjectives give extra information about the focused object's size, quantity, age, color, shape etc.
to make the focused object obvious.
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What is the meaning of Pan?

What is a pan used for cooking?

What is the meaning of panning?

What is the difference between saucepan and Pan?
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